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PROBLEM OP STUDY—ITS NEED AND V LUE 
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CHAPTER I 
problem of study—its heed and value 
It hae long boon th© feeling of the author that at 
least on© High School course in Economics should be the 
required training of every boy and girl who gr duatas from 
our secondary school system. . 
There is no argument with the knowledge th t we have 
long since passed fro a th© standard of living where in* 
dividual efforts and achievements were sufficient for an 
individuals welfare, into a world where cooperative efforts 
are needed to meet our present and future standards of 
life. These cooperative efforts are not sufficient if 
confined to the immediate community in which the person 
lives, they hr*ve a statewide, nation vide, and more and more 
are coming to h^ve a world vide Interchange. For th»>t 
reason then, the Individual must have a brosd basis of 
i 
insight into the social, political and particularly the 
economic activities that underlie the activities and ex¬ 
changes of the whole of society. 
, # 
Our country has in the p&Bt few years come into a 
position of world leadership whether ee Individuals wo $r© 
Interested or not and in order to satisfactorily maintain 
this position and not fall a pr< y to foreign ideologies which 
2- 
are in shsrp contrast to our fuaerlc*an traditions each indiv¬ 
idual oitlzen should have a b«ais of understanding the 
meaning of trends and attitudes of events os they occur in 
the world* fro can maintain this position in the world only 
as long as the individual voting members of the oltizenry 
have the ability Id discern the motives behind the stated 
Rims of e^oh candidate for public office among the long list 
of names between whoa they must make a choice. Each person 
must not only be trained to pick the right candidate but 
they must also be trained to weigh the value of legislation 
proposed in the various legislative chambers, loc4# state 
end national, In order to maintain a check on the officials 
they hsv© elected to represent them. 
It is the belief of this author that since our compli¬ 
cated civilization moves on a balance of economic needs and 
motives coupled with the ambitions of individuals, businesses 
and governments that each child in school needs at least 
an introductory course in the fundamentals of the laws 
governing the economic world. It was with this belief in 
mind that the present study was undertaken. 
In order to make the study, a questionnaire was planned 
based on the ideas and queries that grew out of teaching 
f>n elementary course in economics in the second year of the 
high school course* Ee«h question used was the result 
then, of an Interrogation in the mind of the author aa to 
what other teachers and schools were doing under the same 
or similar conditions. It was a desire both to improve 
the course as it was being given by the author pnd the 
eurosity to know how well the high school pupils of 
Massachusetts were being briefed economically to fit into 
an Informed citizenship when they become voting members of 
society. 
The questionnaire follows. 
4- 
:;u»atlonnlre concerning th« 2l ^'conomlcB 
In the High Schools of Massachusetts 
1. Is Economics taught In your High School? Ys» No 
If sot- (a) In what year __ 
(b) Is It b whole or half yenr course_ 
(c) la It part of the Social Science course 
(d) How many students took Economics this yeur 
(e) How much credit toward gradu tlon Is given 
(f) Is It required or elected_ 
2* Whet tort Is used __  
3* What method or methods of teaching ere used 
Ta) Follow the~book closely3_~ _~ 
(b) Individual reports on various topics_ 
(c) Book reports __If so, how many ~ 
(d) Talks by qualified men and women of the"" 
ooamuni ty____ 
(e) Projects set up by the students"" __ 
If so, would name successful ones__ 
(f) Class trips ~ .. 
If so, whet pieces__2. .Z. 
(g) I a a notehnok required ~~~~ 
(h) Do you h?»ve debates or"forums discussions 
'"hich are rjogt Buooessful - 
4* current economic events stressed_~ __ 
T»)Hov~qft en 31 
(b) Whet Is the source of Inform?tlon 
5* Is Consumer Economics stressed________ 
6* Quellflections of teacher 
(s) Did the teacher have an Economic Major in 
College__ 
(b) An advanced decree 
(c) Did the teacher have"1 some’ Economies in 
College 
(ll Number of hours __ 
(2) Courses taken _ 
?• If no Economics is given, why not_ 
8, What is "your™ feeling' o f "the 'value o f’'Tconoaios- to the^Mlgh 
School students? _ __ 
CHAPTER TV.'O 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OP THE TEACHING OF ECONOMICS 
IN HIGH SCHOOLS 
CHAPTER TY<0 
HISTORICAL DEVEtOPMEHT OF THE TEA CHI NO Of ECONOMICS IN 
HIGH SCHOOL 
The question Also srose In the mind of the author 
concerning the historical place of economics in the high 
school curriculum. 
Very little dets could be found concerning the introduc¬ 
tion of economics as a separately organised subject in the 
secondary schools. Of the few books mentioning the subject 
one written by Rinlng, Mohr and MoFeely entitled, Org^nlslnft 
the Social studies in Secondary Schools gave the most infor¬ 
mation,^ A condensation of Chapter ten entitled, "Economics" 
follows. 
In the period of the "Jacksonian democracy** when many 
social, political and economic changes vere taking place 
throughout the country a few schools introduced a course 
known as political economy. 
In other schools aspects of economics were Inoluded 
in the course of moral philosophy. The stress was put upon 
the Importance and the greatness of the at; te and not upon 
man and his relationship In the world ab< ut hi#. 
In 1857 Hasaaohusetts passed a law requiring the teach¬ 
ing of political economy, but In spite of the law it was 
1 Blning, MoFeely end Mohr, "CrgenUlng the Social itudleg 
In Secondary School,!1 (McGrow Kill Book Company, Inc., 1941)• 
6- 
not until after the Civil ar that many schoola offered 
the subject. Increasingly after the w».r Kith the growth 
of industry and the problems brought shout by the rise of 
”blg business” politic*! econoray kss introduced In the 
larger schools* It vns taught as a dry, tedious study of 
theory* Texts were usually condensations of John Stuart 
Mlllfe “Principle of Political Economy”* By the end of 
the century such texts as F* A* Walker*s ”Flrst Lessons 
In Pontic-1 “conoray” were In current use. If any reference 
vork was required the writings of 'dam Smith, John Stuart kill, 
R. T* Fly, and Alfred Marshall were used. 
The early pert of the twentieth century brought changed 
views regarding the teaching of the subject In the secondary 
schools, "Political Economy” «’8 a title was changed to 
"Tconomics" and more nd more attention was p^id to economic 
problems and Individual applications of the subject* After 
the first ^orld Aar definite attempts were m^de to design 
high school courses so as to present the fundamental 
principles upon which the economic life of society Is based. 
Stress was put On giving to the pupils understanding of 
the economic * speots of the world In which they had to live* 
The authors vent on to show that the teaching of the 
subject was in the h^nds of throe groups of Instructors, 
vhich wee s*lao found in the answers to the questions of 
this study# These three groups were: (1) Commercial, 
which Included aspects of economies within the scope of 
business eduncation; (2) Home fcoonomics , including treat¬ 
ment of budgetary problems and the education of the consumer; 
and (3) Social Studies, which was important in aiding to 
prepare pupils directly for cltlftdnshlp in a democratic 
society. This division operates eg' Inst tho crestbn of a 
uniform policy of teaching economics In secondary schools# 
Courses in commercial departments include taany subjects 
from economic geography to cost ^counting ©nd business law. 
In home economics it suffers beet use it m kes provision only 
for the women to become educated buyers and consumers# In 
the sooial studies there are many ide^ s s to what economic 
ideas should be taught, as well as to the time of teaching 
the subject end its presentation# Many admlni& traitors and 
teachers stress n study of economic problems i nd pi' ce 
increasing emphasis on consumption and the educat-on of the 
consumer rather than on a concentrated study thy t would 
Include the divisions of production, distribution and 
consumption, tinny also Insist th?* the value theory be 
replaced by the concept of social utility# 
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CHAPTER THREE 
SURVEY OF TEA CHINO ECONOMICS IN NASS/vCNOSEm 
HIOH SCHOOLS 
In order to study the teaching of economies in the 
high schools of Massachusetts on® hundred queatlonn ires 
were sent out. The schools were chosen by t king ovary "" 
other town In the Educational Directory published by the 
Hasspohusetts Department of duo«tion# beginning with the 
second n^me on the list. The aeoond nnsm w^s chosen as 
the starting point <■» that avoided the town in which the 
author was teaching. 
The following eight points were naked concerning the 
teaching of economical 
1. Do you teach eoonoalos in your school? 
2. Yerr in which the course Is given. 
3. In uh*?t department Is it placed? 
4. Row runny pupils took it? 
5. What credit was given? 
6. Is Consumer Education stressed? 
T. vh t test books were used? 
8. r:h'-1 Is the teachers feeling as to the 
value of economics? 
Slrty-nlne of the questionnaires sent out were returned 
of these one was n complete blank. Forty-two Indio? ted 
•9* 
th t some type of economics was tnught while three merely 
Id It was Included In the subject raatter of the school 
but g*ve no further inform tion, Twenty-three said it 
wns not taught* Of the forty-two that replied th> t economics 
woe taught thirty-six answered every question on the list, 
the other six answered only part. Of the twenty-six who 
do not tench economics seventeen answered one or two re 
of the questions, 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS TEACHING ECONOMICS 
TAUGHT NOT T UOHT INCLUDED IN BLANK TOTAL 
SUBJECT MATTER 
48 23 3 1 69 
From this information it is seen that forty-five of 
the sixty-nine high schools responding introduced their 
students to some form of economics. 
The second question related to the yefir in which the 
course is given. Thirty-five schools answered this question. 
Of these, twenty-one reported it was taught in the fourth 
or senior year of the course, three th*t it was given in 
the third or Junior yenr while only two teaoh it in the 
seoond or sophomore year. Kina schools reported either 
third or fourth year which would indicate either alternating 
courses in these years or that it was given as an elective 
10- 
to the upper classmen* 
YEAR IN ttHICH ECONOMICS is taught 
Either 
YEAR 2nd 3rd 4th 3rd or 4th TOTAL 
NUMBER 
nzvonttm 2 3 21 9 35 
The length of the course wea the next question. Thirty- 
four schools replied to this question* Of these twenty-one 
gave b full year's course, eleven gave p half year, one 
gave only one-third of a year, while one school reported 
economics ns a two year's course* 
LENGTH OF COUFSE GIVEN IN ECONOMICS 
TWO 
YEARS 
ONE 
YEAH 
ONE HALF 
YEAR 
ONE THIRD 
YEAR TOTAL 
HUMBER OF 
SCHOOLS 1 21 11 1 34 
Since the school reporting the tvo year course gave 
only one text in response to the questions on the textbook 
used and that of an economic geography and also commented 
thnt they thought, "Economics rather than economic geography 
would be s better high school course but I find It possible 
to introduce considerable economic principle and theory into 
this course*", it would seem th t the two year course would 
need to be discounted* 
In trying to find the pi oe in the curriculum where 
. 
11 
economics was given the question v.aa asked If It was a 
P‘>rt of the social science course. Thirty-three schools 
answered this question. Of these twenty-five indicated 
thnt it was placed in the social science department, five 
•imply answered that it was not end three volunteered the 
information that It was part of the business course. 
DEPARTMENT IN WHICH ECONOMICS IS GIVEN 
COURSE 
SOCIAL 
SCIENCE BU8IHKS8 
NOT 
REPORTED TOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
SCHOOLS 25 3 5 33 
The next question concerned the number of pupils taking 
this course. Since this is a cross section of Massachusetts 
schools and the reporting schools ranged from a high sohool 
which reported having an enrollment of thirty-two students, 
to the largest city high schools, no idee of the proportion 
of ouplls tnking economics In the individual schools could 
be obtained. However, of the thirty six high schools who 
te«oh economics, their replies Indicated that they reach 
three thousand and thirty pupils. 
It was found th«t credit systems were so dissimilar 
that it was hard to evaluate the amount of credit given 
for the course. This would indicate that there is a need 
for some agreement throughout the state of names smd values 
12 
of credits given for high school oourses. thirty-six schools 
answered this question and also three who had specified that 
economics w*s given as a part of another course. The follow¬ 
ing chart shows the distribution of the answers. It will 
be noted that some schools speak of points and others of 
credits. 
NUMBER OF 6CH0QL8 AND NUMB Rtf OF CREDITS OR POINTS 
GIVEN FOR HIGH SCHOOL ECONOMIC COURSES 
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER CF NUMBER CF 
SCHOOLS POINTS GIVEN CREDITS GIVEN POINTS OR 
CREDITS GIVEN 
5 
1 
0 
4 
1 
0 
5 
4 
2-2* 
1 
* 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
1 
11 
2 
4 
0 
1 
0 
The on© school which reported no credits given also 
reported five hundred pupils taking a course called ’'economic 
education” in the sophomore year and added that it was 
considered invaluable. They also reported that business 
law and economics were given to the seniors but gave no 
d* ta • 
In reply to the question "Is Consumer Education Stressed?", 
forty-four schools answered the question, eferrlng to the 
chart it will be seen that the teachers reporting are evidently 
alert to the problems and needs of the consuming public. 
Twenty-four signified a definite stress in their courses 
• 
of consumer education. Only two elaborated on their answers, 
one to soy, a “unit" which is interpreted to mean one divis¬ 
ion of the course. The other said the main emphasis of the 
course was consumer education, nother six teach consumer 
education but give it no special stress. In six of the 
schools it is given as a separate course. These answers 
would Indicate th t all of the forty-four schools consider 
the education of the consumer worthy of special consideration, 
DISTRIBUTION OF CONSUMER EDUCATION SUBJECT MATTER 
IN THE ECONOMICS COURSE 
DO HOT TKACH BUT SEPARATE 
TEACH TEACH NOT STRESSED COURSE SUNK TOTAL 
NUMBER OF 
SCHOOLS 24 4 6 6 4 44 
There were sixteen different sources of textbook 
material listed by the teachers answering the question,' 
"Vhat text is used?" Only thirty-eight answered this 
question. Many of them giving a text name only or the name 
of an author, for this reason It hos been hard to evaluate 
14- 
thl» question. One replied "sumy", while another said, 
"no basic text, but much reference materiel"• The follow¬ 
ing chsrt gives the range of textbooks. Since some of the 
answers were so indefinite it has not been possible to 
show all the textbooks used. 
TEXTS USED IK TKACHINC ECONOMICS 
mmm of ti^ss 
TEXT AUTHOR REPORT!® 
Economics for Cur Times—-— — Smith and Patterson 10 
Economics for Everyday Life™Goodman and Poore 6 
pplled Economics-Dodd,Jensen and 
Stephenson 4 
Consumer Economic Problems--—VflIson and Shields 3 
Fundamentals of Economics——-!?. 0. Hughes 2 
Economics-----vorey end Funge 2 
The Working Vorld-—---------Corbett, Colvin and 
Greenraan 1 
Today's Problems-H. 0. Hughes 1 
Economic Geography-----———Staples and York 1 
The Monograph-Briggs 1 
Problems of American DemooracyPatterson, Little and 
Burch 1 
Building Citizenship————— R. 0. Hughes 1 
Three books were picked at random as samples of the 
texts used in the school© surveyed. Those books weres 
Today's Problems —- R* 0* Hughes 
Problems in American Democrroy —---Patterson, 
Little, Burch 
-15- 
Economics In Everyday Life Goodman 
end >5oore 
Kaoh book was read carefully with the following six 
points in mind: 
1* Papree of mftterlfll 
2* ? endnblllty for high school students 
3* Illustrative material 
Pictures 
Charts and diagrams 
4. ftudy Aida 
Chapter Introduction 
Ptudy questions 
Problems or activities 
references 
5. Table of Contents and Index 
6. Appendix 
The next chart shows the comparisons. 
COMFmaOMS OF ekfeiccsstativs texts 
Point of 
Comp*i risen 
Pages 
Readability 
Hughes 
Illustrations 
Patterson, Little 
Burch 
341 of 779 or 
about J of total 
Easy reading-Para- 
276 of 800 or 
1/3 of total 
Simply expressed 
!*port*mt terms irigraph headings nu®- 
italics 
Paragraphs in bold Important terms as 
type, numbered 
Numerous good 
pictures 
Charts - good 
Diagrams - good 
bored, bold type 
subheads in Italics 
Pictures-few but 
good 
Charts-few, one 
heading each 
chapter 
Liegraas-v&ry few 
Goodman and 
Moore 
483 pages 
Interestingly 
written -Para¬ 
graph heading® 
numbered, bold 
type-1apertent 
terms in Italics 
Plot ;res, pro- 
fusely Illus¬ 
trated -Charts 
"/Id to itudy" 
with each 
division 
Diagrams ell in 
line drawings 
-16- 
Point of 
Comparison 
Study Aids 
Tahim of 
Contents 
Index 
Appendix 
Hughes 
Summary beginning 
each chapter 
Introductory study 
questions begin 
each chapter 
"Karnes we should 
Understand" at 
end of each 
chapter 
Interesting Prob¬ 
lems and Project# 
end of each 
chapter, includ¬ 
ing debate topics 
long list refer¬ 
ences including 
fiction. 
tehspter title 
jwlth section 
(divisions 
PattSrson, tittle Goodman and 
Burch Moore 
Chapter lntroduc- A Ira a begin aech 
tion—Objectives chapter 
in Italics begin- Preview questions 
ing each chapter begin chapter 
Questions end eachSummery review 
chapter— ord Iquestions end 
study list bhapter—*ords 
(Application end and phrases 
interpretation 
questions end each 
chapter--Suggested 
activities 
Collateral Read¬ 
ings-— Advanced 
Readings— General 
Bibliography end 
of book 
iuestions on 
chapter 
Exercises for etudy 
Problems for further 
discussion and 
things to do 
bibliography end 
3f book, divided 
into chapters 
Chapter title 
■ 
5 
pages 
f • 
21 pages very 
complete 
none 
Chapter title 
5 pnges 
none Constitu¬ 
tion 
3. U.3. Popula¬ 
tions-- City 
Populations 
There is n* turally great similarity In the format of 
all text books. The three picked, were no exception to this. 
Referring to the chart it will be seen that the two problems 
books gave roughly one third and one half of their contents 
to economic matters. 
There was no doubt thr*t the economics text by Goodman 
and Moore was the superior of the three. Its text was written 
-17- 
In an easy understandable prose, with each chapter subdivided 
by numbered bold freed type paragraph headings which constituted 
r re dy mad© to pi or 1 outline for the student, 1th the eld 
thrt this book gives It ought to be possible to do a commendable 
tea ching Job even If the to-oher vero not particularly trained 
In economics, >^a most of the teachers reporting were not. The 
book v?f s profusely Illustrated with excellent photogr phs, 
line drawings and ohf rta ell of which rdd to the ease of 
understanding the text urterlsl. It excelled also, In supple¬ 
mentary study aids both at the beginning and end of each 
chapter In addition to chapter summaries at the end of each 
chapter, 
A choice between the other tvo books was not hard to 
make. The Hughes book had several features that ®> de It 
the better of the two. First, the many illustr tions, 
charts * nd diagrams so much excelled those of the other book 
that this feature alone would make it the choice, A second 
feature of the Hughes book was the Inclusion of lists of 
fiction with the suggested readings In economics at the 
end of each chapter. There were thirty-five more p- ges 
devoted to economics in the Patterson, Little and Burch' 
book but the text devoted less space to the fundamental 
definitions of econoralo terms than did the Hughes book, 
Much previous knowledge was taken for granted by the Patterson, 
Little and Burch book, for exaiajl©; it*a economic section 
18 
starts In bruptly with a discussion of "The Rise of American 
Menufaotar*sM in it's first economic chapter colled, "Growth 
and Control of Big Business." The Hughes book on the other 
hand, begins it’s economic section with a chapter called 
"What © H?sve to Build On" with the first section oalled 
“What Is oononjics?" * H ;ghea then devotes this whole first 
chapter of thirty-two p?ges to basic information leading 
to his second chapter on "Hew Business is Carried On." In 
other points there was little choice between the to books, 
the Index of the Patterson, Little and Burch book was the 
more complete but the Table of Contents of the hughes book 
was more detailed* 
The author was anxious to find how other teachers felt 
about the value of teaching economics, so the last question 
in this series was “What is your feeling of the vnlue of 
economies to the high school student?’*. The following 
ch^rt indicates the replies received. 
TVS VALUE OF ECONOMICS TO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Valuable 
Quellflod 
Value 
Doubtful 
value Blank Total 
Number 
Reporting 30 5 ’ 3 7 45 
As indicated by the ch» rt all but seven of the schools 
answered this question, many of them quite fully. It would 
see® th«t those who did not answer directly in the affirmative 
feel that phases of economic education are necessary for 
three stated definitely that consumer education vms necessary 
19- 
®nd the other four qualified their a newer. One of thee© 
said, “Only as on exploratory course. Moat valuable to 
commercial students as a practical tie In with Junior 
business training, 'oonomlcs at the high school level 
must be kept at the elementary or basic training course 
rather than become too theoretical. For this reason one-* 
h«$lf ye«>r is enough." Th’s answer would indicate that this 
particular teacher felt much the s»-me in regrda to the 
course as do the ones who did not qualify their replies. 
Replies from others who were doubtful read, "too dry", 
"little over the ability of high school" but this reply 
also said "one father is studying the book ft home. He 
thinks it hns valuable information that he never knew &bout." 
If there ever wss an argument In fsvof of economics being 
included in the curriculum that answer seems to be the 
answer. One teacher wss In favor of "an orientation course 
only" for he thought the ar terial could be covered in other 
courses. The most startling answer stfited that economics 
"had very little value in this community". One is forced 
to wonder at the breadth of educetion being received 
In this particular community and at the interests of the 
* 
teachers Involved If economics starts or stops at the 
borders of one little community. 
Most of the teachers who took the trouble to writ© at 
length were emphatic in their approval of the course, using 
such terms as "Valuable", "essential", "definite need". 
20- 
"deolded value", ’’very necessary"• One vent so for sa to 
•ay, "Should be required—even more Important than American 
history". nothor added, '’This day of the world.*.it is a 
very import nt subject* Fev people know anything about 
it." 
In another school it did not epperr to be dull for 
the teaoher said, "There la really something practical for 
the pupil in which he appears Interested*" 
From another aohool, "Very Important—I would like 
to have it required of every pupil. This seems to be 
impossible for college groups. It is roquired for General 
end Commercial**' This enawer brings up the controversial 
subject of the rigid requirements asked by the colleges of 
high school which has no piece in this discussion, but it 
suggests the thought of at least one high school te?cher 
on the matter* 
A new thought vss injected by this ana er, H0f decided 
value—particular!ly to those going to college. Have also 
hsd favorable reaction to it from those £Olng into service 
who found it helpful in basic courses.w 
another teacher says," personally believe it's value 
should be more fully stressed* Students of the high school 
are not mentally awake to the problems of economics and 
should be*" 
The attitude of the teacher Is called Into question In 
this answer, "X think economics has a real value to the 
21 
students so long as it deals in subject s&tter that has 
obvious utility for them and so long as the teacher teaches 
It with enthusiasm.” vidently this teacher was not teaching 
it with enthusiasm.” Evidently this teacher was not teaching 
it with enthusiasm or she would have been able to find 
obvious utility in all phases of a subject th&t deals 
definitely with the making of a living. 
The teacher who wrote this next quotation must have 
had economics added to her curriculum without any special 
desire for it for she says, ”It is invaluable but many 
second year students are not mature enough. It baa to be 
adjusted to their level and takes quite a bit of adjusting.” 
This is unfortunate for the author has found that oeoond 
year students are in the mood to find out how the business 
world moves and are constantly exclaiming that they knew 
that but never thought of it before. 
Severe! teachers spoke of definite relationships for 
pupils. One said, "Seems to make them more av/are of eondi* 
tlons which face them as oitlsens of the town." Another 
says, "the value of economics is quite evident since it 
involves the dally events of making a living and getting 
* .’V , , ' ' / • • I * 
along with our fellow men." while a third said, "Valuable— 
makes students aware of and familiar with present day 
economio problems—a knowledge neoeasery to intelligent 
citizenship. May help the private lives—knowledge of 
investments, labor unions, consumer economics, insurance. 
banking, etc." 
Some teachers saw the* value only a® related to other 
courses, not to life itself.** It gives « basis as an 
understanding for further study in college in business 
administration, it should be valuable. a a terminal 
course in the commercial curriculum it is difficult to 
ev^lurte. "Those who hnve gone on to college or business 
schools have f^und it valuable." Another answered,"consumer 
education should be stressed. Of tremendous Importance 
to so many girls who marry aoon ?.fter leaving school." 
Taken os a whole the comments indicate without any 
question that at least thirty-five of the teachers reached 
h«d no hesitancy in saying that they considered economies 
« valuable study. 
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CHAPTER FO';R 
'■■ETK0D6 OF TEACHING ECONOMICS IN MASSACHUSETTS HIGH SCHOOLS 
Probably the most Important question in the mind of 
the author wbs hov the course was conducted by other teachers 
in the strte. In order to obtain this knowledge eight 
subheads ware planned binder the general heading of ”Whst 
Methods of Teaching are Used?" These eight subheadings 
were* 
1* Do you have debates or forum discussions? 
’fthlch ere most successful? 
?• follow the book closely? 
3. Individual reports on various topics? 
4. Hook reports-—-If so, how many? 
5* Talks by qualified men end women of the 
community? 
6. Projeote set up by the students—If so, 
name successful ones. 
Class trips, if so, what places? 
8* I8 a notebook required? 
vhen the questionnaires were studied It was found that 
mnny answering checked ^nty one or a few of the points 
thus leading to the belief that many teachers used very 
fe devices or variation of method# 
Thirty to schools snweraed the general question 
fta to method used. Of these eleven reported straight * 
question and answer recitations, seven said they used 
discussions, three reported a unit method of presentation 
but did not elaborate as to how the unit was conducted. 
Only two said that the course was conducted by the lecture 
-24- 
method, One reported the U8© of printed assignments, 
while another sooke of m-vles find workshop with the 
word "map" in parenthesis. Severn 1 spoke of using afterts 
and diagrams. Cn© wrote quite fully as follows, "Lecture, 
question and snarer, I try to get them to think. I stress 
the folly of wastefulness* I have Interesting discussions 
and some individual res®*.rah," This answer was pa rticularly 
interesting as a !*ter question revealed thist this particular 
teacher had only ono preparatory course called "political 
Economy" but hold r h ster’a Degree in foreign languages. 
The first sub he ding asked if debates and forum dis¬ 
cussions were used. In rep’y to this, nine answered "no" 
or left the answer blank, while eight replied In the 
affirmative with no answer to the subheading asking 
which was the most Siooeaeful, Of the ones who enlarged 
upon the subject in their answers only three t>r- id that 
deb- tes vero the most successful, v.(hila seventeen regarded 
the d'acuesions es their arst successful type of recitation. 
Of these two as Id they used a combination of both and one 
added th??t forum discussions were best, "because of inform¬ 
ality possible in a ©mil group*” Three other answers . 
gave th© following information, "none too well done", "labor 
problems brought the beet results" while the other one said 
"subjects such as budgeting or taxation worked out beet," 
In answer to the question, "Do you follow the book 
-25- 
olosely?" nineteen answered that they did. Five said 
they did not follow the book and ten left the answer blank. 
Of the other ten many varied responses were given, some of 
which follow; “only as an outline”, "use the book", "it is 
covered", "only selected topics", "In some sections but 
seldom", "for home work", 
US 5 OF THS T^VTriOOK 
-:—:—i i i 
-*-1 
Follow text Do not follow 
text 
Varied Blank Total 
Number 
Reporting 19 5 10 10 44 
Thirty two schools reported tht individual reports 
by the pupils were required, the remainder of the question¬ 
naires left the question blank. None of then told whether 
these individual reports were in the form of required 
papers or ere reports prepared end shared with the remainder 
of the cl*;s8. 
• ' ' * ‘ 'ii' ' i'.' 4 . f f 
Book reports do not seem to be generally used. Sixteen 
did not answer the question, sixteen said thtt none were 
required, tvo of the letter explained that there was not 
time enough. Twelve schools said they used tx'ok reports. 
Of the twelve, one did not stive any further information, 
one s*id four or five, one said two and one said th?*t tv,o 
were required if the course was t ken in the twelfth grade. 
Two reported "it varies” or "Occasionally". One said "special 
26- 
artlcles’1 vore used* One school saldr,for extra credit 
ie desired”. The most significant answer in the viewpoint 
of the author was "criticisms of paaphlet* put out by 
organisations, advertisements, editorials, ** This a newer 
would seem to he giving the valuable type of training which 
would aid the youth In evaluating the flood of free arterial 
with which every teacher is engulfed end which is constantly 
being directed at the people of the country thru advertise¬ 
ments find r«?dio material. But only one school reported 
they were attempting to do anything bout the situation. 
It is to be hoped that th© individual reports mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph would deal with this type of 
material but if reports only are given and no program 
of criticism is used the author would feel that the pupils 
ere being trained to rccept without question the biased 
propaganda material of all descriptions which are currently 
published in rasny magatlnes end circulated free to any and 
sll takers. 
CF TUDFTNT *SPO! ?8 IK B4QH2MQ ECONOMICS 
Reports Book Reports 
Total Yes Blank Total Yes | No Blank 
Number 
Reporting 32 12 44 12 
- w»,_A» 
16 16 44 
In answer to the query "Do you have talks by qualified 
men snd women of the community?" only eight of the entire 
-27- 
group answered in the affirmative. All of the rest of the 
papers were blsnk, indicating that the resources of the 
various communities were not being brought into use in the 
schools in this particular subject. 
Three different questions were asked with reference 
to class projects, the first being if any projects were 
set up by the students. In answer to this, fifteen left 
the question blank and twelve said they had none making a 
total of twenty seven that had no projects of any kind# Of 
the seventeen that have projects, one answered "Occasionally" 
but did not elaborate farther. One school which did not 
give economics as a separate oourse but included in "American 
Problems" answered that they used mock trials and cherts 
on town nrovernjsent. Neither of these sound like economics 
unless the town government oharts ore of the finances of 
the town. Of the remaining which listed projeots most of 
them sounded more of the nr ture of special reports or term 
papers. These may be listed as follows; (1) money and taxes# 
(2) study and development of railways, (3) advertising, 
(A) budgeting, (5) buying a house, (6) posters, charts and 
diagrams, (?) two gave survey of the working conditions In 
town,(?) reports on occupations, (9) collection of index 
numbers, (10) two reported local taxes, (11) Ubor, (12) in¬ 
cur nee program, (13) housing in nei ghborhood. One reported 
"too numerous to mention and one simply checked "yes", from 
this Hat it can be seen that there la no uniformity of 
28 
material stressed throughout the st&te only two subjects, 
taxes and working conditions end wages In the loci community 
were reported as being used more then once ?«s a special 
project among the group reschad In this study, 
nother part of this query referred to ol^ss trips. 
Thirty t*o of the answers either answered "no" or loft the 
answer blank which Is Interpreted as n "no" answer* On© said 
simply, "not often In a smell town" while another reported 
th*t no trips were t?ken as a ol.se projeot but some pupils 
on their own responsibility had visited suoh places as; 
Broker*s Office, Social Security Office and Banks, Of those 
who used dass trips five grve .* general ens er of f^otorieo# 
two had gone to banks end stock exchanges. Other trips 
*■ 
mentioned were to: newspaper plants. Veteran’s housing 
projeot, telephone company and town meeting. All teachers 
realise the difficulties involved In a ol^ss trip, such as, 
permission from the school office, upsetting of other class 
schedules, transportation, ohaperonage so that it is not 
surprising thot few teachers were availing themselves of 
this very valuable method of teaching, the surprising thing 
was th' t so many visits as were reported were Beds* 
The third p! rt of this question referred to notebooks. 
Only nineteen or less than hdf of the schools require note¬ 
books of their students. Only three answers here were of 
any particular significance; one said, "ye®, but not detailed" 
-29* 
while two sohools used a workbook. 
CLASS PPTJ5CT3 USED IN TKACH.T»0 ECONOMICS 
Typ® Projects 
—! 
Trips Notebooks 
' 
X»e.Np JBlank..Ho _Ho_ tQ.t&l. Yes HO total 
Humber 17 
Heportinft I 12 15 T 4A i-- V, 12 i—....... . 32 — 44 19 25 44 
The third mein division of the question on methods of 
teaching used concerned the use of Current Events. In ©newer 
to this question only one paper left the question unanswered 
but this paper also left nearly all the other questions un¬ 
answered. Two schools reported that Current Events were 
covered In other courses* The rearming forty on© papers 
ell answered in the affirmative. Of these three answered 
In n vogue way «aj "all the time", “several dsys » month” 
m 
or “every eek or two". I*our reported th*>t they were 
used d^lly *)B « port of each lesson, fourteen have weekly 
current ev^nt periods end nine replied with some such 
Btf«t©?nent **8j "as events * arrant", "whenever possible", "as 
often as necessary", “whenever something of vital importance 
is in the news". These last statements lead to the doubt 
if the oirrent-event material used is striotly economic 
# 
news or If the time Is spent in discussing whatever Is 
headlined by the newspapers on that particular day. If 
the course in economics is to be of practical value to the 
student in his Inter adult thinking guidance in the evaluation 
30- 
of currant economic trends and lagiel»tion vould seem to 
be of prime importance 
THS USE OF Q irimt EVENTS IK ECONOMICS CU3HSS 
Daily 
—1 - • ■*,-*- __- 
Weekly Occasionally ~ [ Total 
Number 
Reporting 4 14 22 44 
A. subhead of the question concerning Current ’ vents 
eaked the source of the material used. Two did not fill 
out this question. Twenty three gave an ell inclusive 
answer saying, newspapers, periodicals or magasines and 
radio. One each added, government and financial reports 
and television. The fourteen replies th^t gave a more 
detailed answer showed a complete lack of uniformity of 
arterial. The following were listed; Time, Readers Digest 
and The Weekly News review each three times. The American 
Observer twice, while Seholastio Magsslne# orld News, 
New Vork papers. Our Times, Saturday Evening Post, Consumers 
Research, U. S. News, Brookings Institute Reports end In¬ 
dustrial Plant Publications were each listed once. Only 
one school spoke of using editorials. 
Of the periodicals listed only two, Brookings Institute 
Reports and Consumer Research vould seem to be devoted 
exclusively to problems of an economic n* ture. It is hard 
51 
to olasslfy tho Industrial Plant Publications for the 
articles In them are ~rdln<rlly promotional articles, which, 
while they may be of much value from n sooiol gloal under¬ 
standing of the wordings of an individual industry, seldom 
are of a general economic value. Unless the pupils were 
instructed to find specific material on a subject such as 
tares It is to be Questioned if the ordinary high school 
student would h*ve time or ■>.bility to sift economic material 
from the d^lly newspnper, unless the topics were confined 
to the flnanoiiil pages. Moat of the mag^ainea listed are 
of general ne*s coverage so age in, unless specific directions 
were given, it sounds as if the current events covered were 
of f general news type rather thwn of spoolfic economic 
value. 
WhimiWH 
In evaluating the methods of teaching used in this 
cross section of ©oonomic torching used in this study it 
would seem thst most of the teaching is of somewhat of a 
formal nature. Many of the tee chore are using and finding 
valuable the discussion method of teaching. This is undoubt- 
ably only an elaboration of the traditional question end. 
answer method for no teacher mentioned any student respon¬ 
sibility for the class work. There is no question bout 
the value of a general discussion if the teacher serves only 
to introduce the subject and act ee a referee, provided the 
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discusslon la truly general and not monopolised by the 
more voc«*l members of the group* Discussion provides for 
thinking at the crltlc~<l moment Instead of mere rote learn¬ 
ing and bo * ceotnplishes one of the valuable reasons for 
giving » course In economics. 
It would see® that moot of the schools are stressing 
Independent research of a sort for thirty-two reported the 
use of Individual reports* Book reports were not used 
extensively, vhich is not strange for purely economic v*riting 
at the level of high school students la source. However, 
biographies rnd novels with an economic theme could be used* 
One excellent source of material la being very poorly 
tapped, for only eighteen schools used the men and women 
of their communities to ap - k to their classes* Seldom 
does e prrson In business of public position refuse an 
Invitation to visit n classroom. Not only is It a wise 
political move on the part of an elected official to appear 
before potential voters but It is also an effective way 
to Impress the parents of the pupils. From the st ndpoint 
of the sohool it is & way for the schools to secure more 
active cooperation from the leaders of the com "unity, few 
of whom would ever h?^ve visited the schools otherwise* 
The author has never found a community so small but that 
there were eome people in it who h*d some special informa¬ 
tion th- t would be of v*lue to high school cl sees. 
$h<)t other teachers were doing In the way of projects 
*as one thing this questionnaire w#8 planned to find oat. 
However, little help wee gained. No project was listed that 
was said to take the form of an activity except porheps s 
fe^ class tripe and the making of notebooks by leasth^n 
half of the schools. The projects listed seeded to be more 
of the nature of problems studied thru class discission 
with the class coming to a mutual solution, Tho normal 
representative list of toplos was used. 
The reports on the use of current events were disappoint¬ 
ing. Only three schools reported the use of what might be 
termed strictly economic sr teri^l for their source material. 
If the current events period Is used as a discussion of 
herdllne events only, without stress on the economic Inter¬ 
pretation, then the period would seem to have been wasted 
as far as the time set aside for economics is concerned. 
Finally then. It seems that economics teacher© are 
using the usual ways of discussing a content subject with 
little or no use of the resources of the ooanunlty In which 
they are located to enrich the class. They seem to be 
fairly conscious of the need of a tie in with national and 
international events but do not ©ee© to be interpreting 
these events In «r strictly economic sense • 
One teacher spoke of the lack of time which may be the 
answer to the Isck of originality «*nd Initiative shown in the 
answers, 
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CHAPtSH FIVK 
PR?i»f HATICK OF THS TEACHER 
It 1s almost universally conceded that knowledge of 
subject motter Is one of the most essential qualifications 
of a teacher and for this there is no substitute, with 
this thought In mind one question of the questionnaire vas 
concerned with the qualifications of the teacher. The 
following questions were asked: 
1# Did the teroher have an economic major 
in college? 
2. Did the teacher have some economics in 
ooliege? 
a. Number of hours credit 
b. Courses tnken 
3* Does the teeoher h an advanced degree? 
Of the forty-five who answered this question only 
nine had an economics major in college, four had an 
economies minor, three had a major In social studies, 
two had a history major. Of the remaining tenty-seven, 
three left the answer blank vblle t enty-four said they 
hrd neither a major or a minor in economics. These results 
are summarized in the following table. 
QCLlfZ'r PKr;P.",K/' TZON FOR TE/ CHINO E0OHOMICS 
Economics Economics Social Neither Major 
iotal Major Minor Studies History or Minor Blank 
9 4 3 2 24 3 45 
-35- 
Thle report sounds moat discouraging for the quality 
of teaching being done In economics In our high schools* 
The discouraging outlook was somewhat mollified ho*, ever 
when the questionnaires were checked for courses t ken in 
economicb *s electives* ’any of the teachers vere found 
to have hnd one or more isolated courses. 
In answer to the question reg?rding the courses trken 
in economies thirty-three had had courses, eleven left 
the answer blank. One reply was hard to underatr nd.' The 
school in question gave only one course entitled, "Consumer 
Education" end the reporter commented under the heading of 
"courses taken".••"not much connection with consumer educa¬ 
tion! I!" The underlining and punctuation is quoted exactljr. 
e • > >; . 
How consumer education cm be given without some knowledge 
of marketing end kindred phases of economics is hard to 
i 
understand. 
Ten of those who checked they had courses gave no 
further details, so that from only twenty-three schools are 
there details as to the courses taken in preparation for 
teaching economics. 
» 
Economics Courses Taken in College By Teachers l ©porting 
Course Humber Reporting 
12 
6 
Element*ry Economics 
Money and Banking 
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Economics Courses Taken In College By Teeohers Reportlng(con*t) 
Course Number Reporting 
Economic History of the United States 5 
Finance 
Transportation 
Foreign Trnde and Tariffs 
Human Nature in Industry 
Social Psychology (business) 
Principles of Marketing 
Labor Felatlona 
Economic History of Europe 
Teaching Economics In High School 
Research in Economic Problems 
Statistics 
Tanation 
Seminar In Economic Thought 
Business Cycles 
History of Economic Thought 
Philosophy of Economics 
grlcultural Economics 
2 
2 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
It can be seen that only twelve teachers bed a college 
elementary course in economics* From th t it is Inferred 
th*t of the schools reporting the teaching of economics 
only twelve out of forty-five had teachers giving it who 
-37- 
had hnd ft preparatory course covering the whole elementary 
field of economics. The ten who checked they had had 
courses, but g've no details, must not be forgotten for 
five of these said they had an economics major, one an 
economics minor and one a history major. Adding the six 
who hed had economics brings the total of teachers with 
elementary economics preparation to only eighteen or two 
fifths of the total. The special courses reported by the 
remaining teachers la of value certainly, but it would seers 
that there were vast gaps in the training of many teschera 
for the handling of the whole subject of economics. 
The following chart attempts to show the individual 
training of the teachers vho reported that they taught 
economics. 
TYPE OF DEGREE HELD BY TEACHERS TEAC 5IKG ECONOMICS 
Degree ®nd advanced degree in economics 3 
Degree with minor in economics 3 
Degree in history or social science 4 
Degree end advanced degree not in eoonoralca 12 
, ♦ 
Degree only no date given 8 
Total 30 
Bo comment need be made regarding the teachers who 
had either & major or minor in economics for it is taken 
for granted their background for teaahIng the s bject is ■ ■ i 
mdequ' te* 
-38- 
Of the refining t onty-four teachers reporting four 
lnclicr tad t 07 had hod some courses in economics but answered 
only with ft question aerie the amount of work they hftd taken. 
The range of credit hours of the refining twenty teachers 
Vfas from one course to ninety hours repotted by e teacher 
vho h*d sn advanced degree in Social Studies. It aould 
seem ns if several of the topchars hrd a college m^jor in 
* combined course called Social Studies which included 
courses in history, economics, sociology and psychology. 
If this combined course, which la evidently planned to train 
teachers in the whole field of social studies, were well 
bn lanced then those teachers would be prepared to ten ch 
one course in high school economics. 
COtfCruSIONt 
Yoking the answers reg rding teecher preparation os 
a whole there ©rises serious doubt if the youth of the state 
are being prepared to evaluate wisely the economic problems 
they will meet in their individual lives os adults and to 
a greater extent to solve the challenging affairs of their 
communities or their states or nation to say nothing of the 
relationships of the v crld. It seems n.a if the wise solution 
of these problems is of vastly greater moment than tho 
study of severe! courses of mathematics or languages in 
high school. Fesce In the world depends to a Urge extent 
on th® understanding of the economic relationships between 
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eommunities In th© local areas and the *orld as e whole* 
How can th© nevt generation solve thee© problems except by 
trial and error (which so often leads to war) if they are 
not at least veil introduced to the economic principles 
which ere ^ne of th© autln bases of relationships between 
nations? It would seem us though the grounding in these 
principles should be given by touchers who have had more 
then a smattering of training in th# subject* It ia not 
contended that one course in high school ©conocaicft will. 
tmin t generation of economists but it v 111 rt least give 
a trend to thinking end prepare for a somewhat intelligent 
©valuetlon of public measures that is greatly needed* It 
should give «n understanding of *t least elementary economic 
•* 
terms* It should encourage them to think for themselves 
in considering f*cta and drawing coneluei ns* It should 
provide them with a general understanding of production, 
distribution and consumption of goods in the society of th© 
world. Most important of all it should give pupils th© urge 
to apply eoonosaio principles to the understanding of govern¬ 
mental agencies in order that they may know the truth or 
falsity of arguments concerning public questions* 
To give this type of training to the youth of our country 
it w^uld seem that the ones in charge of th© training should 
be better prepared than th© majority of the teachers answering 
this questionnaire seem to be* 
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CHAPTER SIX 
WHY ECONOMICS IS NOT BSTTWO TMJOHT IN TOE HIGH SCHOOLS 
In checking this Question the twenty*four schools 
reporting that they did not tench economics ere the basis 
of the results plus the one blank. 
The question ns asked on the questionnaire was, "If 
no economics is given, why not?14 Six schools cheeked that 
they did not teach economics and filled out none of the 
other questions. One eked, "why should we?*' and to the 
next Question as to the value to high school students replied 
"valueless," This made a total of seven that gave no help 
on the question. 
The remaining answers are classified as follows; two 
said th*t 'iraited facilities of the high school especially 
in the teaching staff do not permit. Eleven schools felt 
that It eouM be better handled as r correl&ry of some 
other subject. Problems of Democracy was mentioned by 
eight 88 the place for economic training, two felt that 
the general business course end consumer education courses 
ere the oleoc for It while on© said it could be better 
» 
handled in the history c irse. In criticism of the general 
business or consumer education c arses the author wonders 
if '• Urge group of the high school enrollment take these 
courses. In most schools these o ursee would mean an 
exposure to economics of only a limited number of the students. 
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It la also to be questioned whether a buay history teacher 
struggling to cover the years courses in any of the history 
subjects has time to stress economics movements since most 
history courses are geared to political considerations* 
One school mentioned that while they did not now teach 
economics they were considering it for another year, but 
as consumer economics only* One large school made this 
report, "sufficient pupils have not elected it. Personally, 
I feel there are other subjects which are much more Important 
to high-school students. If sufficient pupils elect the 
subject next year, it will be given." The wording of this 
answer sounds as If it were written by the person in charge 
! 
of the high school and it Is to be doubted If the subject 
Is given next ye .r if the enrolling officer sees no impor¬ 
tance in the subject. 
PERSONS FOB NOT GIVING SCOITPICS IN HIGH SCHOOL 
Limited Facilities 
i 
3 | 
Better handled in other courses 
Tn Problems of uemooracy 
General Business or 
Consumer Education 
History 
9 
2 
1 
12 
^ ' 
r. . * vt, ■ 1 
Other courses more valuable 2 I 
Considering teaching next year 1 
Valueless 
r ' v 
1 
Blank except "no, do not teach" 
* -r 
6 
Complete blank 1 
TOTAL 65 - 
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It would seem then, that some economic thought Is being 
presented In nil but a few of the schools which wee surveyed. 
Only ten of this group of schools reporting they were not 
teaching economics as such seem to feel tht*t the material 
is not valuable. The question seems to be the relative 
position of the Information, whether to give © separata 
course or to hope that it is covered incidentally in a 
related subject. Again the feeling coraeB that the teach¬ 
ing of economics in the history course is necessarily very 
limited. Both ct business course and a consuraer education 
course would cover only n limited area of the economic 
field. The problems of democracy course has so many possibil¬ 
ities that economics could be completely overlooked or 
♦ 
could b<* stressed according to the Interests, natural bent 
and training of the teacher. It being assumed that the 
teacher had some freedom in the building of the course. 
For these reasons then, it must be assumed, even if the 
reports say economics is given In other courses, th t the 
amount of economic training in these twelve schools is 
very merger. This leaves thirteen schools where, as far 
* a reports go, economics is not stressed r t all. Thirteen 
schools If only one fifth of the schools studies, which 
would mean th t four fifths or fifty six of th© sdrols 
reached In this survey gave training in economic fundamentals. 
The comments of those who do not teach economics sre 
worthy of consideration. The one who said, "valueless" 
h*a been noted. One wonders how this particular teacher 
linages to live and go about normal living conditions in 
e world of wr>ges, trnros, consuming and housing without 
finding any connection between economics and llfej The 
teacher who believed it could be batter taught when correlated 
with history com Rented, "Too difficult and academic for 
practical use or ability of students." But these same 
•tudente are presumably engaged in everyday transactions 
of buying, and possibly earning some wages during their 
school life, most of them perform immature attempts at 
saving and putting to the host use of their wages or allow¬ 
ances and should be getting an insight into their security 
for the future. Another spoke of the difficulty of the 
subject in this way, "Very elementary study is valuable, 
anything else is beyond high school students". Again the 
answer does not seem valid for high school is not ordinarily 
considered the place for advanced study in i»ny of its work. 
High schools, except possibly in strictly vocational subjects, 
do not attempt to give a complete grounding in the subjects 
studied. If the pupil goes on to college he ia given 
further training in all of the courses he has had in high 
school and if high school is the end of his education then 
he should by all means hsve an Introduction to the course 
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which is fundamental to hie getting a living in hie odult 
life. 
Another coaament was, "I think it has a place if staff 
is available and when curriculum is revised. "One paper 
tersely said, "Haven’t enough faculty members”, while another, 
"cannot be provided in small high eohools". 
Several brought out the idea of combining with the 
problems oo rse as, "It is felt that a course in Problems 
of Democracy is more valu- ble. It definitely is valuable 
end should be offered if it cnn be fitted into the program". 
In another schrol, "Consumer Education and Problems of 
Democracy offered in Its place. Both contain elements of 
economics." A small school offered this explanation, " We 
have an eighty pupil High School. e offer Civics, world 
History, U. S. History, Problems of Democracy as social 
studies; General Business, Consumer Education as Business* 
Social subjects. There is no need to add Economics as such 
under these conditions.11 It would sound as if the general 
business consumer education combination would cover most 
of the field of economics in this particular situation. 
Another reply SBid, "Dropped four years ago when H. 3. History 
vas placed in the Junior year and Problems of Democracy 
mnde a requirement in the Senior year." Th se who are 
familiar with the requirements of the Massachusetts law 
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that Civics end U. 3, History must b© taught and with th© 
almost universally accepted course of problems of democracy 
In the senior yer>r can readily see how difficult it would 
be to include economics In n small school setup, particularly 
If It Is felt that one year should be given over to a 
survey course In world history* But economics almost 
required requirement frvr understanding the development of 
cur co ntry in the required Junior U. £3. History course 
and some economies certainly raust be understood if the 
• . ,* ■ * 
problems course is to cover a broad field of . ©erican 
% 
problems. 
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CHAPTER SEVER 
SUWKAFY AND CONCISIONS 
It was found that forty-five of the sixty nine aohools 
that returned the questionnaire were teaching economics 
in some form. Of thee© thirty-five have © regular course 
in the subject while the other ten teach it Incidentally 
in some related course* 
Of the thirty-four schools who reported one has a 
two year course* twenty-one give p full years oourse, 
eleven give It for e half a year and one gives a third 
of a year* 
Thirty three sohools reported on the department in 
which the course is given. Of these t enty-flve piece 
it in the Coclal Science Department, throe in the 
Business Department while five answered that it was not 
considered part of the Social Science Department. 
In the forty-five ecooola reporting there were approx¬ 
imately three thousand thirty pupils taking economics. 
The points or credits ttiven In the various Isohools 
for the economics course were so varied as to meaning ~,hat 
no exact ev?» tuition could be made In answer to this question. 
In forty-four schools it was found thrt Consumer 
Education was stressed In the economics course, six did 
not stress It and four did not try to tench it. Six 
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achoots have r separate co irs© In oonsumer Education. 
There were thirteen textbooks mentioned that were 
used r s blasts of th© oourses. One of these, '’Economics 
for ^ur Tiroes” by Smith end Potterson being used by ten 
schoolb, "■ pplled Kconomics” by Dodd, Jnnsen end Stephenson 
four tires nnd "consumer Economic Problems'* by Wilson and 
Shields wets used by three schools. Two other books, 
* 
"Fundamentals of Economies" by P. f. Hughes end ’’Economics" 
by Korey and Pun to vers each used by tv o schools. Seven 
other texts were used by one school esoh. 
Thirty of the forty-four schools felt thrt economics 
w**s valuable to high school students, ilva schools 
qualified their approval in some manner and t*o were 
drubtful as to its value. Four did not answer. 
In summarizing the teaching methods used it was found 
that eleven schools used e. straight question and answer 
method of teaching. Three use a unit method of presenta¬ 
tion, two use th© lecture method and one only, spoke of 
using printed rssignmonts. Th© remainder of the schools 
who answered this question were vague In their repliesi 
Nineteen of th© forty-four follow the book closely 
in their teaching. Five said they did not follow the 
order of th© book while ten e?;ld their presentation varied. 
Ten left th© question blank. 
Individual reports are required In thirty- tv o of the 
school*. The remainder did not answer. 
Book reports ere used by onl.y twelve schools. Sixteen 
said they did not require them, tv o saying there was not 
enough time. The other schools did not answer this ques¬ 
tion. One school reported the use of pamphlets put out 
by organizations, advertisements and editorials for 
criticism. 
Seventeen teachers felt that discussions rather than 
debates gave them the best results. Three teachers 
preferred deb^tos. Eight use the forum discussions and 
debates but Indicated no preference while nine said they 
did not use them or left the sp^ce blank. 
Only eight of the entire group used qualified men 
and women of the community to discuss economic problems 
with their pupils. 
In tb© use of cl^ss projects twenty-seven sold they 
used none or left the quat tion blank. roong the seventeen 
who used projects thirteen different things were listed. 
On© replied ’’too numerous to mention” and on© simply 
» 
answered Myesw. 
Twenty-three of the forty-four take no class trips. 
Listed by the twelve who took trips were such places s; 
banks, stock erchange, newspaper plants. Veteran’s Housing 
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Pro Ject, telephone company and town meeting. 
Current Events ere used by forty of the schools. 
There 1b no uniformity of usage however, s.s twenty*two 
list them as used occasionally, fourteen as weekly and 
four »e daily. Only two definitely economic sources of 
materials were used for the Current Events, these being 
the Brookings Institute Reports and Consumer research 
Bulletins, e^ch used by one school. Only fourteen gave 
the source of their Current vent anterisl and these 
listed twelve different magazines in addition to the 
general source of ne> spa per© and radio. One spoke of 
television. Industrial Plant Publications was given by 
one school. 
Teacher preparation showed wide variations. Fortytwo 
teachers answered this question and of these only seventeen 
had economics as a major In their undergraduate work and 
five as a minor. Five others had a Social ScienooamJor. 
Thirty, however, reported having had one or more courses 
in economics, Under the heading of "Course© taken" twenty 
on© different courses were listed by the thirty-two teachers. 
v t 
Elementary Economics headed the list having been taken 
by twelve teachers. Money end Banking was taken by six 
while five listed Economic History of the United States. 
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Transportetion and Foreign Trade and Tariffs were each 
listed by two teachers. Nineteen other subjects were 
listed by only one. It oust be stated, however, that 
nine tochers did not give a list of subjects taken, 
only a summary of hours of credit. 
Twenty-five questionnaires gave an answer as to why 
they did not teach economics. Of these six simply checked 
,!nof'. Twelve schools felt that for them It w»s handled 
better in other related classes with the problems of 
democracy class mentioned nine times as the best pi*ce, 
general business tv ice and history once. Two sch©ls felt 
that other courses which they did not mention wore more 
vleurble. One school said that they were considering 
teaching economics next year. Only one school was opposed 
to the course with the remark,’’valueless," 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Th© status of the teaching of economics in the high 
schools of Massachusetts as 3hovrn by the am 11 cross 
section responding to these questionnaires shows a degree 
of interest which is commendable when we remember that 
economics is not one of the requirements for college en¬ 
trance nor is It actively required by st? t© lew, The 
enthusiasm of the majority of the personnel who are con¬ 
ducting the courses also speaks well for th© economic train- 
4 * *'■ ‘i\ . . 
ing of our y^uth except that too few of them are receiving 
the training. 
It vbs also evident from the comments on the question¬ 
naires that many schools are alert to the need of economic 
training *nd so are combining stress on economics in other 
courses when a regular course is net provided. In many 
places a unit of economics, a half or r full year is 
given the same time as either American History or 
Problems of Democracy which can thus sfford better 
interpretations of these courses. Or the school mar omit 
the course in economics and give economic principles in 
other courses. It would seem as if the principles were 
important enough to merit being combined with other courses 
that they were Important enough to deserve a course by 
themselves, Th© combination course would seem to cheat 
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the oupilB of brslc economic ideas and also to ste*l valuable 
time from the other social science courses. Few history 
or problems teachers would be willing to rob their already 
overcro- ded courses to include economic backgrounds unless 
they were themselves firmly convinced of the underlying 
need for sich material# The amount to bo covered In the 
other courses Is already too much for one years study 
so It Is probable that It would be the economics that would 
suffer. 
It would seem that a course, either a half or n full 
year, should be given at the sophomore level to give the 
tip 
basic background for the Junior and senior years. Boys and 
girls ftt the sophomore level ere keenly alert to their own 
economic problems.* Their growing need of spending money 
for their own purposes makes them easily conscious of the 
similarity of their own financial struggles with the 
fundamental conoept of man’s struggle to make a living. 
The author has found this comparison an easy tie-In with 
the economics of production, distribution, marketing, 
banking, investments rnd other sometimes called dull theories. 
If given in the sophomore year then an understanding of 
the economic struggles and maturing economic leadership of 
the United States is much easier for the teacher to teach 
■ 
end for the pupils to understand. It also leaves time for 
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many phases of problems of democracy In the aeiilor year 
which would need to be omitted If the time had to be used 
for a study of economic principles* 
The almost totel lack of the use of residents of the 
communities as speakers to the civ sees in economics was 
pitiful. It would certainly be recommended thrt teachers 
make more use of the sources of speaking material to be 
found within rang© of the sohoolhouse* The use of the 
citizens of the communities as an enrichment of the 
course cannot be too strongly urged. It not only gives 
the benefit of practical experience to the pupils but it 
# ■ 
helps to build an active cooperation between the tax¬ 
payers and the school* 
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